Design and Implementation of Cloud-Based Collaborative Manufacturing Execution System in the Korean Fashion Industry
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Abstract: Recently, manufacturing companies have been improving quality and productivity, reducing costs, and producing customized products according to Industry 4.0. The global value chain (GVC) is also being reorganized and manufacturing companies are recovering the connectivity of value chains based on, e.g., the regional value chain (RVC) and reshoring. With the advent of Industry 4.0, many manufacturing companies are introducing smart factories. A new type of manufacturing execution system (MES), a core system of smart factories, is necessary, owing to the new technologies and the increase in collaboration between companies. Here, we present the framework, development, and application processes of a “cloud-based collaborative MES System” to support the value chain of “order-design-production-delivery” for the manufacture of personalized sportswear products in the fashion industry in Korea. To this end, first, nine future MES deployment directions and frameworks are presented. Second, we present the UML modeling, conceptual framework, and functional framework for MES system development, considering six future MES establishment directions such as cloud and collaboration. Third, the application and effect of the designed and developed cloud-based collaborative MES system are analyzed for design, fabric, printing, and sewing companies that play a role in each stage of the sportswear value chain.
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1. Changes in the Manufacturing Environment

Manufacturing companies are facing external changes and difficulties, and various efforts are being made to overcome them. In particular, the advent of globalization and digitalization during the last few decades has been changing economies worldwide. Many corporations face the challenges of the so-called VUCA-world (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity), which are displayed in increasing margin pressure, market volatility, or the emergence of disruptive technologies [1,2].

Further, with the change in market demand and the emergence of Industry 4.0, enterprises face increasingly customized production orders and need to strengthen the fine management of enterprise production to improve product quality, reduce cost, and improve production efficiency.

Recently, due to the possibility of a new reorganization of the global value chain (GVC) structure due to the impact of COVID-19 and the uncertain external environment, such as that resulting from the ongoing US–China trade dispute, enterprises are facing increasingly fierce international competition to win the market and customers. Meticulous management of the manufacturing process must be carried out to improve the quality and to reduce bad products, non-value-added production activities, and costs [3].

In particular, under the influence of COVID-19, Korean fashion OEM/ODM manufacturers operating manufacturing bases in Southeast Asia, including China, are changing part
of their value chain to a regional value chain (RVC) rather than the global value chain (GVC) to respond to customer needs. Moreover, some companies are reshoring their production bases to Korea to overcome these difficulties.

**Industry 4.0, Smart Factory, and Manufacturing Execution System**

Owing to the changes in the external environment of manufacturing companies, changes in production methods to respond to these external environments are continually being developed, such as the advent of cellular manufacturing to support mass production in the 1950s, flexible manufacturing systems to support mass customization in the 1980s, and reconfigurable manufacturing systems to respond to globalization in the 2000s. Recently, a smart manufacturing system has emerged to support Industry 4.0 and personalized production to meet various individual needs [4,5].

Rüßmann et al. reported that the next generation of digital industrial technology, known as Industry 4.0, can increase manufacturing productivity and drive revenue and employment growth [6]. The Industry 4.0 vision guides manufacturing enterprises to acquire high levels of digital capabilities [7], and adaption to Industry 4.0 is crucial for them to sustain and improve their competitiveness [8]. In general, Industry 4.0 comprises technologies such as cyber physical systems (CPS), internet of things (IoT), smart factory, big data, and cloud as its components [8].

Among these components, smart factory is the fundamental concept and core technology of Industry 4.0 and to develop it, the field of “business information systems engineering” (that includes innovative MES/ERP approaches) will come into the limelight [9].

Including smart factory, the benefits that modern technologies bring to the manufacturing industry, such as CPS, digital factory, Industry 4.0, and IoT [10], are inseparable from the manufacturing execution system (MES), as it is the essential information processing and providing layer between the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for business processes and control systems for manufacturing processes in the new industrial automation environment. In addition, smart factories are context-aware to assist people and machines in the execution of their tasks using digital manufacturing tools such as MES (an industrial software).

Furthermore, the Industry 4.0 model also expects to improve productivity by fulfilling the growing customer demands for faster real-time response via decentralized production control. These expectations can be fulfilled by MES to improve the performance, quality, and agility for globalized manufacturing businesses [11].

Summarizing the three concepts, “information transparency,” which is listed as a design principle for Industry 4.0, drives “visibility” through a smart factory owing to its ability to exchange information in real time beyond enterprise boundaries (through the integration of IT systems) to deliver end-to-end solutions [12]. MES in smart factories is a real-time system that can provide critical production data to serve “visibility.”

To qualify for Industry 4.0, the factories of the future will use information technology (IT) to digitize the manufacturing operations and use decentralized applications for production control. According to Kang [13], the aim of smart manufacturing is to improve competitiveness using innovative ICTs for effective and accurate engineering decision-making in real time. CPS and IoT have been supporting the realization of this vision. Hence, digitization of MES is also required for Industry 4.0-based manufacturing systems.

As such, the link between Industry 4.0, smart factories, and MES can be seen as an important driving direction in the manufacturing field. Based on this, we present the framework and development results of the “cloud and collaboration-based MES system” to support the value chain of “order-design-production-delivery” for the production of sportswear products in the Korean fashion industry. In this paper, we try to solve the following problems through the “cloud-based collaborative MES system”:

1. In the case of manufacturing companies participating in each stage of the value chain, most of them are operated in the form of urban SMEs, so it is necessary to
present a plan to effectively introduce and operate MES with limited resources within these SMEs.

(2) A function that can support collaboration between manufacturing companies and the internal process flow of the company is required;

(3) It is necessary to secure and utilize manufacturing data such as equipment status and sensors used in each stage of the process; and

(4) It is necessary to satisfy the requirements presented by MES standard organizations such as MESA;

(5) Seamless connection and integration with legacy systems such as ERP used inside SMEs are required.

To this end, first, we present mapping results for the development stage of the production system, including MES, through an annual analysis of the industrial revolution stage and the manufacturing enterprise innovation methodology. Second, nine future MES deployment directions and frameworks are proposed through the analysis of the concept, the necessity and importance of introduction, and the development status of MES, which is an important system for implementing smart manufacturing and smart factory. Third, we analyze the collaboration model between the participating companies at each stage of the value chain of sportswear product manufacturing and their form of cooperation in the value chain. Fourth, the UML modeling results for MES development are presented through target process and requirement analysis. Finally, we present the system development, application, and introduction effects.

2. Changes in Manufacturing Methods and Production Systems

In this paper, in chronological order (Figure 1), we examine the development phases of (1) the industrial revolution, which is a social and economic structural change through technological innovation, (2) the methods of factory innovation, and (3) the business and production management systems [14].

![Figure 1. Changes in manufacturing methods and production systems.](image-url)

In Industry 1.0, which started in the late 18th century, mechanization, such as that supported in the steam engine and weaving machine, was carried out based on cheap labor and abundant underground resources. In Industry 2.0, which began at the end of the 19th century, mass production began as electric energy was applied to the factory.

Subsequently, to build a competitive advantage in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, firms optimized the productivity of labor through time and motion studies and analysis of the worker–machine interfaces [15].

As such, as Industry 2.0 was spurred, firms gained an edge by organizing, simplifying, and integrating factory flows using just-in-time and lean production [16].

In Industry 3.0, which started at the beginning of the 20th century, the development of ICT, including Internet technology, and automation systems through computer control were implemented. Further, firms built competitive advantage through supply chain collaboration, which leveraged the resources and knowledge of suppliers and customers
and coordinated and integrated the flow of products and information across the supply chain [17,18].

The term “Industrie 4.0” became publicly known in 2011, when an initiative under this name from an association of representatives from business, politics, and academia promoted the idea as an approach to strengthen the competitiveness of the German manufacturing industry [19].

Industry 4.0 is a concept that establishes a communication system between production equipment and products through cyber-physical systems (CPS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) and optimizes the entire production process. Kagermann et al. [20] describe their vision of industry 4.0 as follows:

“In the future, businesses will establish global networks that incorporate their machinery, warehousing systems, and production facilities in the shape of cyber-physical systems (CPS)”.

Furthermore, recently, discussion on Industry 5.0 has been being conducted, mainly in Europe, and it centers around three interconnected core values: human-centricity, sustainability, and resilience [21], as well as the existing cost-efficiency improvement and profit maximization.

Next, we look at the development trends of business and production management systems from the 1960s to the present.

In the 1960s, manufacturing organizations started applying software solutions to automate their financial area, as the primary competitive factor was cost, which resulted in product-focused manufacturing strategies based on high-volume production, cost minimization, and the assumption of stable economic conditions [22]. In the late 1970s, the manufacturing industry sector focused on marketing and led to the adoption of target-market strategies concentrating on better production integration and planning [23]. To deal with this situation, the material requirement planning (MRP) system, which integrates forecasting, master scheduling, and procurement, was introduced to ensure the fulfillment of demand by releasing a set of production/supplying orders for each item of the bill of materials, which allowed the synchronization of the internal and external logistics flows [24].

Next, owing to competitive pressure from the global market, the manufacturing strategy in the 1980s shifted to detailed process control, world-class manufacturing, and reduction of overhead costs. Against this background, the MRP system evolved and became MRP II, which provided three major features: material planning, material control, and production order definition [23,25].

In the 2000s, the introduction of ERP and MES began in earnest in companies as a result of global competition, the development of the Internet, and the advent of Industry 4.0.

ERP is a system aimed at integrating organizational functions for better customer support and planning, which has excelled in providing better forecasting and planning, inventory management, and accounting functionalities [26].

MES was developed in the 1970s to assist the execution of production, with the concept of the online management of activities on the shop floor. It bridges the gap between the planning system (such as ERP) and controlling systems (such as sensors, PLCs) and uses manufacturing information (such as equipment, resources, and orders) to support the manufacturing processes. Like any enterprise information system tool, MES has also evolved with time to integrate several extensions and perform various manufacturing activities using the sophistication of the computer technology advancements [27].

Through this analysis, it can be observed that new technologies such as CPS and IoT are being applied for the connection and integration of the collaborative value chain, which is the core of Industry 4.0. In addition, it can be observed that the advancement of traditional management and production management systems, such as ERP and MES, is progressing at the same time.
Next, we would like to examine in-depth the MES system, which is the core technology constituting the smart factory, and the future directions of MES development that can respond to the changing environment, such as Industry 4.0, Industry 5.0, and collaboration.

3. Future Directions of MES Development

3.1. Necessity of MES

The ultimate goal of a manufacturing company is to ensure a production process without any of the seven deadly wastes: overproduction, waiting, transport, extra processing, inventory, motion, and defects [28]. To reduce the waste factors, it should be possible to pinpoint the improvement opportunities and evaluate progress. This requires business and manufacturing information (historical and real-time) to be available [29]. That is why manufacturers see a greater need to adopt, upgrade, or expand their business and manufacturing information technology (IT) solutions. For example, ERP software maintains important business data and supports the administrative processes. In addition, the MES software delivers production results to ERP based on the production plan received from ERP.

Some of the larger ERP-solution providers have incorporated MES-related capabilities to offer this specialized functionality and deal with the shortcomings of traditional ERP solutions [30]. In the case of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), when it is difficult to introduce both ERP and MES systems at the same time owing to limited resources such as cost and manpower, some functions of MES are integrated into the ERP system and then introduced. However, in the case of SMEs, business and production areas are separated, and they have a product development value chain, so it is necessary to separate ERP and MES software.

As a result, in today’s complex manufacturing operations environment, companies need to find new ways to meet changing production demands in real time [31] owing to the functional limitations of ERP systems such as the following:

1. Difficulty in managing (recording, reporting, reacting) transactions that are created in real time at the shop floor [32];
2. Difficulty in managing multiple plants and suppliers [31];
3. Lack of functions such as inventory control, management planning, and production order processing [31];
4. Lack of flexibility in adapting to changing supply chain needs, advanced decision support capabilities, and an open, modular system architecture [33].

3.2. Overview of MES

3.2.1. MES Concept and Definition

The MES concept was born from the demand on the manufacturing enterprise to fulfil the requirements of markets from a point of view of reactivity, quality, respect of standards, reduction in cost, and deadlines [34]. MESs are software packages used to manage factory floor material control and labor and machine capacity, and to track and trace components and orders, manage inventory, optimize production activities from order launch to finished goods, among other tasks [31].

The International MES Association, MESA, defined MES as follows: MES delivers information that enables the optimization of production activities from order launch to finished goods. Using current and accurate data, MES guides, initiates, responds to, and reports on plant activities as they occur. The resulting rapid response to changing conditions, coupled with a focus on reducing non-value-added activities, drives effective plant operations and processes [35].

MES provides critical key performance indicators (KPIs) to the company for making commercial decisions and improving production performance [22]. Through the use of KPIs, (1) companies improve the return on operational assets as well as on-time delivery, inventory turns, gross margin, and cash-flow performance [34]; (2) MES is expected to provide further real-time information to the operational departments by giving an “all-
round view” of all the resources involved in the production and will act as a “manufacturing cockpit” [36].

3.2.2. MES Standardization

Different organizations related to MES define and categorize the functionalities of MES into the so-called MES functions, which, in turn, are standardized by different organizations, such as the Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association (MESA), the International Society of Automation (ISA), or the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) [37].

The MESA defined 11 functions that MES should contain, such as resource allocation and status, operation/detail scheduling, dispatching production units, document control, data collection/acquisition, labor management, quality management, process management, maintenance management, product tracing and genealogy, and performance analysis [38]. MESA created the list in the late 1990s and updated it along the following decades as a union of all the functionalities that MES may have. However, a factory does not have to implement all the 11 functions to be optimally functional. In fact, the implementation of MES functions depends on several factors such as the industry type or the automation level in the factory [39].

In May 2004, to meet the needs of the enterprise collaborative manufacturing strategy, MESA released the “MESA Next Generation Collaborative Manufacturing Execution System Model” white paper (MESA International, 2004) that formally proposed the concept of c-MES and the c-MES function model, which contained eight modules: production planning and scheduling, data acquisition, process management, quality management, human resource management, product tracking and inventory, performance analysis and resource allocation, and status monitoring [40].

As an increasing number of software systems (sensor, actuator, SCADA, PLC, ERP, MES, PLM, etc.) were used in the manufacturing industry, the integration of these systems became an issue that needed to be solved. Likewise, new emerging technologies such as IoT, CPS, and cloud also need to be connected and integrated. From 2000 to 2013, ISA published five parts of the ISA-95 standard for the integration of enterprise control. Four control levels were defined in the ISA-95 standard [41]:

- Level 0 and 1, the actual physical processes and their sensing and actuation;
- Level 2, manufacturing processes, especially SCADA, programmable logic controller (PLC), and distributed control system (DCS);
- Level 3, systems which manage the batch workflow, continuous or discrete production operations, and MES;
- Level 4: business planning and logistics systems that manage the business-related activities of production.

MES fills this gap in the automation chain, serving as a mediator or central layer integrating higher and lower levels of the ISA-95 automation pyramid [39].

Having emerged from the process industry [36], MES has become a commonly used approach for the integration of manufacturing planning, which is level 4, and control tasks, which are level 2 in the ISA-95 automation pyramid, and it has been applied in various types of industry. Surveys show the significant increase in the number of vendors and the variety of industrial applications [42].

Because of the software heterogeneity in the manufacturing environment, to ensure a smooth information flow within the enterprise, the adoption of communication interfaces among different software systems is the primary reason limiting the MES implementation, integration, and maintenance [34].

Next, we conducted a comparative analysis in Table 1 on the types of MES systems applied to various industries through literature review. The MES system for application to various industries such as automotive parts, mold, electronic, jewelry, and solar industry was presented, and a number of examples targeting SMEs were presented. In addition, we analyzed that the main function of MES was selectively implemented functions suitable for the industry and process among the 11 functions presented by MESA. Furthermore, we
found that there were many MES systems using RFID as a lot tracking method, and some methods using barcodes were also suggested. Finally, we found that most of the recently developed MES systems are in the form of cloud-based services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MES System</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Target Industry</th>
<th>Main Function</th>
<th>Lot Tracking Method</th>
<th>Service Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCMES [38]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Solar industry</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Production recognition using barcode</td>
<td>Client–server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through an analysis of the available literature, we derived the following requirements for the development direction of the MES system:

1. Application of the new ICT following the introduction of Industry 4.0 to the manufacturing industry;
2. Integration with many devices at the shop floor and various legacy systems, such as ERP and PLM;
3. Development of an MES system that can be configured flexibly by industry and process;
4. Introduction of an MES system applicable to SMEs with limited resources;
5. Support for collaborative companies within the value chain

Based on these requirements, we would like to suggest the future direction of MES development.

3.3. Development Directions for MES


In this study, nine MES construction directions are presented based on the requirements derived above and the characteristics suggested by Saenz [1] and Pan for the future construction direction of MES (Figure 2).
In this study, nine MES construction directions are presented based on the requirement analysis. We would like to suggest the future direction of MES construction should be developed in consideration of the characteristics of scalability and reconfigurability.

Figure 2. Future Manufacturing Execution System (MES) development directions.

1. Cloud-based MES
   - Integration
   - Heterogeneous knowledge synthesis
   - Standardised connectivity
   - Real-time performance
   - Web-based architecture
   - Scalability and reconfigurability

2. IoT-based MES
   - Standardised connectivity
   - Real-time performance

3. Intelligent MES
   - Industrial data analysis
   - Heterogeneous knowledge synthesis

4. Collaborative MES
   - Recommender function

5. MES mobility

6. Integration

7. Scalability and reconfigurability
   - Industry and process-specific standards

8. ESG support MES

9. Secure MES

(1) Cloud-based MES

With respect to the cloud-based MES, the main benefit for companies in choosing a cloud-based solution is that almost no local IT resource investment is required [46]. Moreover, a cloud solution can handle the weaknesses of their current system regarding redundancy and high upgrade cost because the cloud is a virtualization of resources that maintains and manages itself [47].

In addition, Xu [48] raised the concept of smart manufacturing with cloud computing, which is the adoption of cloud computing in the manufacturing sector. It is interesting to know that with a cloud-based solution, manufacturing companies will be able to eliminate the IT resources and outside support and maintenance, but in the meantime, companies are able to develop better-integrated and more efficient processes [49].

The cloud plays a role as a platform in the evolution of MES. As cloud computing is already practical at the business application level, it is very reasonable to build an MES based on web services and provide a standard for information sharing/transferring environments. Cloud technology will be adopted to support monitoring, information exchange, and also other real-time interactions [31].

However, there are still many challenges connected with bringing MES to the cloud. MES tends to be highly industry- and process-specific, which means it is highly customized for running a specific process at specific plants. It needs to be able to change quickly when processes or requirements change [50]. Despite its many advantages, the cloud-based MES construction should be developed in consideration of the characteristics of “Scalability and reconfigurability”.

(2) IoT-based MES

In the case of the IoT-based MES, among the directions proposed by Saenz [1], the characteristics of standardized connectivity and real-time performance are included. Recently, with the development of IoT technology, the linkage between sensors, facilities, PLCs, and MES systems at the manufacturing site has become important for data analysis and process tracking. The introduction of IoT platforms is necessary to connect various devices and MES systems efficiently, and these IoT platforms need to reflect the requirements of IoT standard protocols and user-defined protocol support, such as MQTT and RESTful. Furthermore, in the case of IoT platforms, a middleware framework is provided, which can implement various services such as real-time manufacturing, site management dashboard, failure prediction, big data analysis, production simulation, and manufacturing virtualization.

(3) Intelligent MES
In terms of the intelligent MES, the manufacturing intelligence (MI) function is located in an area called a strategic layer at the top of the manufacturing layer in the MES area and the business layer in the ERP area, and it plays an important role in supporting optimal decision-making by utilizing manufacturing data and business data [28].

As such, MI functions go through the collection and synchronization process of structured data, such as process, PLC, vibration, power, and environmental sensor data collected in real time from MES systems and manufacturing sites, and unstructured data, such as documents, vision, and sound, and pre-processing for data analysis. Through these processes, various artificial intelligence services such as product-demand prediction, facility-failure diagnosis, and the manufacturing chatbot can be implemented.

Regarding the optimal decision-making function, in the case of sportswear products, the target industry of this paper, the pressure from customers to move away from the traditional “make-to-stock” production model to “build to demand” customer service model, creates the need to leverage product information throughout the supply chain and greater visibility among the supply chain [51] to ensure customization and rapid delivery of innovative products [52].

In addition, if more companies use the “cloud-based collaborative MES” presented in this paper, the data collected (MES, ERP, facility, environment data, etc.) will also increase, at the same time, data shared among participating companies in the value chain will increase. Generally, supply chains show the characteristics of complex systems such as variety, uncertainty, and connectedness [53]. Especially, as most of the time uncertainty cannot be removed from the supply chain [54], so it needs to be managed by obtaining as much decision-making information as possible [55]. To solve these problems, the entropy function can be regarded as a quantitative measure of uncertainty. As such, if the MES function is implemented to manage uncertainty in information sharing and to make optimal decisions, monitoring and management of the level of information shared between collaborating companies will be possible.

(4) Collaborative MES

With regard to the collaborative MES, as in the ERP’s growth beyond the enterprise boundaries to have interorganizational collaboration for supporting emerging business requirements [56], the scope of MES has also been growing to include supply, design, and business functions of the manufacturing enterprise.

Most existing MES systems have focused on single plants [57]. However, the recent literature reports MES systems with a wider focus on the value chain, such as the MES designed by Helo et al. [31] for collaborative manufacturing in a multicompany supply chain.

(5) MES mobility

In terms of the MES mobility, recently, as intelligent mobile terminals spread to manufacturing sites, the response speed and mobility of data collected in real time are changing the production site management method, and this is one of the future development directions of MES [3]. Additionally, mobile solutions and device interfaces have become important factors in evaluating MES vendors over the past few years [36].

(6) Integration

As suggested in ISA-95, the integration was proposed in terms of MES having to act as a link between the shop floor and the ERP.

(7) Scalability and reconfigurability

Scalability and reconfigurability were presented as the need to configure the MES system flexibly by considering the type of production system (job shop, flow shop, project shop, continuous process), size, and future process changes of the manufacturing company that intends to introduce MES.

(8) ESG support MES
ESG refers to three key factors that should be considered along with the company’s financial factors for making investment decisions from the perspective of social responsibility or sustainability of a company or business investment. In particular, the environmental (E) factor includes indicators related to carbon emissions, and with the recent development of IoT and sensor technologies, it is possible to measure CO$_2$ emissions quantitatively at the manufacturing site, and thus, continuous KPI management through linkage with the MES system will be required.

(9) Secure MES

Wireless security technology is needed for device security problems owing to the increase in mobile devices in the manufacturing site, the security problems of on-premise systems due to the establishment of hybrid cloud-type MES systems, and the application of wireless technology to manufacturing sites such as 5G technology. Based on the nine future MES development directions described above, the conceptual framework of the MES system is presented in Figure 3.

In this paper, we propose a cloud-based collaborative MES system for application to the fashion industry by reflecting six characteristics among the future MES development directions. In particular, the application of the cloud-based collaborative MES system targets the whole cycle of the value chain of customized sportswear products in the fashion industry.

4. Analysis of the Industry from a Collaborative Perspective

4.1. Process Overview

In the case of the fashion industry targeted in this study, product design and development are conducted centering on global fashion brand companies in the United States, Europe, Japan, etc., and the product manufacturing is conducted by OEM/ODM manufacturing companies using the low labor costs of China and Southeast Asian countries.

With disconnection and collapse of the supply chain as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global fashion industry needs new supply chain acquisition strategies, such as RVC or domestic value chain (DVC), moving away from the existing GVC-based product development methods. This study aims to develop a cloud-based collaborative MES system to support collaboration between each small and medium-sized manufacturing company included in the urban RVC-type product development value chain for sportswear products.
in the fashion industry in Korea. The product development value chain targeted in this study is performed in the order of “customer order-design-fabric supply-printing-sewing”, as shown in Figure 4, and through collaboration between “brand company-fabric company-printing company-sewing company”, the final product is delivered to the customer through the product development and production processes.

![Value chain for sportswear manufacturing.](image1)

**Figure 4.** Value chain for sportswear manufacturing.

In general, the form of collaboration between companies in the value chain to produce sportswear products has the “hub and spoke model” structure, in which several fabric, printing, and sewing companies are connected to each spoke, centering on one brand company that is the hub (Figure 5). In this hub and spoke model, (1) the flow of information, such as customer orders and work instructions, takes place between the brand company (hub) and each collaborating company (spoke), and (2) the flow of parts, semi-finished products, and finished products proceed in the order of fabric companies > printing companies > sewing companies > customers.

![Hub and spoke collaboration model for sportswear manufacturing.](image2)

**Figure 5.** Hub and spoke collaboration model for sportswear manufacturing.

Moreover, if collaboration is actively carried out in the target industry as shown in Figure 5, there is a possibility that the hub and spoke model, which is arranged mainly centering on Brand Comp. 1, can be connected to an additional hub and spoke model, cen-
tering on other brand company (Brand Comp. 2). However, this is not realized in the form of connection between hubs, but collaboration is made between spokes of different models.

4.2. Characteristics and Types of Collaboration

The definition, components, and success factors of collaboration are further examined through a literature review on the collaboration between companies included in the value chain of sportswear products, and a collaboration model for the collaboration type targeted in this study is presented.

In general, companies may have many ways to deal with difficulties, and one way of overcoming challenges in new markets is the collaboration with local competitors, suppliers, or customers [1]. In this way, new alliances for collaboration between companies are formed both in foreign and domestic markets that lead to product innovation, improved service, and new business opportunities [58].

In addition, the emergence of smart sensors and cloud technologies, which are the core technology of Industry 4.0, enables the sharing, access, and processing of data along the shop floor and between companies. Consequently, corporations are enabled by new, digital technologies to engage mutually in cross-corporate activities, a form of the so-called interfirm collaboration [59].

The collaborative efforts could include coordinating product development and just-in-time practices; exchanging data about demand forecasts and delivery schedules; and sharing cost and other strategic information [60–62].

Through this, we can confirm that the area of collaboration between manufacturers can be applied from both the horizontal value chain, i.e., the new product development process comprising idea generation, screening, concept development and testing, business analysis, product development, market testing, commercialization, and launch, and the vertical perspective of “Sensor-PLC-MES-ERP-Cloud”.

Many researchers have presented the numerous advantages that companies can gain through such collaboration between companies, as follows:

- To share risks [63], obtain information [64], access complementary resources [65], improve technological capabilities [66], reduce logistical costs [67], reduce transaction costs and enhance productivity [68], and enhance profit performance and competitive advantage over time [69].
- To streamline processes, ensure flexibility, secure business synergies between companies, and provide opportunities for quality and innovation [70].

The types of cooperation between companies are divided into three categories: (1) vertical collaboration, (2) horizontal collaboration, and (3) lateral collaboration [71]. The collaboration targeted in this study is defined as a vertical collaboration in which two or more organizations, such as the design company, the manufacturer (material supply, printing, sewing), and the distributor share responsibility, resources, and performance information to serve to relatively similar end customers (Figure 6).

More specifically, The Locker Room, a design company, starts external collaboration through orders from customers, and based on customer orders, internal collaboration is carried out for R&D, purchasing, and marketing. Afterward, based on the work instructions generated by The Locker Room, external cooperation with material supply, printing, sewing, and distribution companies is conducted for the manufacturing and logistics work.
The current step-by-step situation of the collaboration of companies in the sportswear manufacturing value chain of “customer order-design-fabric supply-printing-sewing” is as follows:

1. Design companies are small and medium-sized companies that have customized sportswear product brands.
2. Currently, design companies do not have production facilities; they receive customer orders, proceed with product development, and produce products through collaboration with fabric, printing, and sewing companies.
3. Furthermore, the system operated by the design company utilizes websites for customer orders and promotions, ERP, and 3D design tools for product design and development.
4. After the design work of the ordered product is completed, the design company goes through the process of delivering paper-printed work instructions to the printing and sewing companies via courier.
5. The printing company completes the printing work based on the received work instructions and the design file downloaded through the web hard system, and then delivers the printed fabric to the sewing company via courier.
6. The sewing company delivers the final product to the customer via courier after going through the cutting and sewing processes using the delivered work instructions and printed fabric.

The detailed flow of the process in which sportswear products are finally delivered to customers from the order is carried out in 14 processes, as shown in Figure 7.

Next, the difficulties experienced by the collaborating companies described above can be summarized as follows:

1. Collaborating companies, including customers, cannot perform effective track and trace to their materials and orders, resulting in a high level of work-in-progress (WIP) inventory and defective products. Furthermore, it is difficult to identify in which process the defect occurred and respond to that.
2. When a design company that processes customer orders receives orders, it is difficult to identify the production capacity of a collaborative company, making it difficult to analyze the appropriate quantity of orders.
3. If a design company receives an order exceeding the production capacity of a collaborative company, the design company needs to add an additional collaborative company to the fabric, printing, and sewing companies.
④ The production planning and work order is usually conducted in manual ways and released using paper-based sheets. The transaction data records are therefore inaccurate, inconsistent, and lagged.

![Diagram of the detailed manufacturing process of sportswear](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 7.** Detailed manufacturing process of sportswear.

### 5.2. Requirement Analysis and MES Function Suggestion

From the nine future MES deployment directions presented above, we present the following six development directions of cloud-based collaborative MES for the production of sportswear products based on the analysis of the requirements of the target industry.

① Cloud-based MES: The brand, fabric, printing, and sewing companies included in the sportswear manufacturing value chain targeted in this study are mostly SMEs in the form of urban small business owners, and in particular, the level of ICT introduction is quite low. In the case of brand companies, a 3D design system for product design has been introduced and used, and an ERP system focusing on order and accounting management is used. In the case of printing companies, brand companies download design files that have been completed from the web hard system and print them, and sewing companies do not use a separate ICT management system. Due to the cost and manpower limitations of SMEs, the introduction and operation of management systems such as MES need to be cloud-based.

② IoT-based MES: Among the functions of the MES system, the lot tracking function that tracks the process can be considered a key function to be applied even in a collaborative environment. As such, in addition to the company’s internal process, various standard protocol-supporting IoT-based MES systems are needed for connecting various devices such as QR systems, vision systems, and mobile terminals for lot tracking between collaborative companies. Furthermore, due to the recent development of various sensors and IoT terminals, IoT-based MES systems for real-time manufacturing data processing, such as that related to the manufacturing environment and facility status, are needed.

③ Collaborative MES: The manufacturing process of producing sportswear covered in this study goes through the “design-fabric supply-printing-sewing” steps and is conducted through collaboration with different companies at each stage. The collaboration form in this study consists of several collaborating companies (fabric, printing, sewing) centered on one design company, and the collaborative companies may change flexibly depending on the number of orders made by customers. Moreover, the suspension of transactions or new transactions with the collaborative company may occur according to various criteria, such as the quality level of the collaborative company and compliance with the delivery date. In other words, there is a need for a collaboration function-supporting MES system that can reflect the requirements of such collaboration.
MES mobility: For implementing lot tracking, which is an important function of MES, it is necessary to collect information at the start and end of the process. For example, in a sewing company, after the fabric printed with the design is received, the detailed process of “spreading-tailoring-sewing-package-delivery” is carried out. In particular, in the sewing process in which a number of workers use individual sewing machines to assemble the final product, requests such as whether the worker works or managing defective products are issued for the fabric. As such, it is difficult to check the start and end of the process automatically, and there is a need for a plan for lot tracking in a process centered on workers. To this end, it is necessary to apply the MES platform using mobile devices, and in particular, UI/X, considering that the worker’s workability needs to be reflected.

Integration: In the collaboration case in this study, design companies that proceed with customer orders and product development are currently using the ERP system, and if the MES system is introduced in the future, it is necessary to link the purchase and sales functions of the product.

Scalability and reconfigurability: In the case of the fashion industry, it is necessary to introduce an MES system that can reflect the form of “discrete production” among the types of manufacturing processes. Considering the 11 functions proposed by MESA described above, it is necessary to apply the MES system in consideration of the type and automation level of the industry.

5.3. Modeling of MES System

The goal of the MES development proposed in this paper is to develop an integrated platform that can be used as a collaboration system for different stakeholders related to the value chain, from product development to delivery to the customer. Therefore, the collaboration system should include four companies (brand manufacturer, fabric supplier, fabric printing, and sewing) and involve the customers who purchase the final product (sportswear). Production managers and employees of the four companies in this production network were identified as relevant stakeholder groups for the collaboration scenario. Real-time process information (order information) and information on quality issues (especially for the printing and sewing companies) were identified as the main needs of these stakeholders.

Through the analysis process, we present four UML diagrams as follows.

(1) Component Diagram

As the component diagram illustrates (Figure 8), a total of six components are included with the cloud platform as the focal component:

- Cloud: central repository actor, where all information about the production process is stored.
- Customer (individuals): user of the web store, who orders products.
- Customer (brand manufacturer): actor that instructs the production by confirming the customer order.
- Supplier (raw material): actor who supplies fabrics.
- Manufacturer (printing)—thermal transfer printing company: actor who receives and prints the fabric.
- Manufacturer (assembly): actor that performs sewing work after receiving the printed fabric.

Important information exchanged in this collaboration scenario includes raw material information (RMI) of the garment fabric, WIP, e.g., for garments with sublimation printing, or finished goods inventory (FGP) for the garment to be delivered to the customer.

When a brand manufacturer receives an order through the web store, it not only provides a set of information to process the order, but also receives information about the status of goods in and out, from the material order to production process, through the dashboard in real time. In doing so, it is possible to create efficient and flexible production
schedules by ensuring the flow of information between companies via the cloud and building a system that can actively respond to disruptions.

Figure 8. Component diagram for design of cloud-based collaborative MES.

(2) Communication Diagram

The main communication flow represents the interaction from the customer order (individuals) to process-specific production information to delivery (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Communication diagram for design of cloud-based collaborative MES.
1. The customer places an order for a product. Based on this order, the brand manufacturer creates a design proposal and generates order and design information and work orders that are sent to the collaborating companies.

2. Through the cloud, the fabric supplier verifies the fabric order information and completes the fabric delivery information. The print shop documents the amount of fabric used (including WIP). The sewing plant queries the WIP information and adds its own information on fabric consumption (including WIP) and product delivery via the cloud.

3. The brand manufacturer verifies the order processing status of each cooperating company via the cloud, checks the product delivery information, and the customer receives the finished product.

(3) Activity Diagram

An activity diagram is used to identify the required interactions between the central components (Figure 10). The data generated by the barcode systems, sensors, and various IoT devices are collected by the cloud system, and the required information is provided to the cooperating companies.

![Activity diagram for design of cloud-based collaborative MES.](image)

Through this information exchange, the cooperating companies can easily create and manage intelligent production schedules. For each order, a status query can be made on the exchanged order, design, and process information. Owing to the continuous recording of production defects throughout the entire production process, all defects can be corrected by the time the customer orders are completed.

(4) Class Diagram

The class diagram represents the actors defined in the component diagram as independent classes (Figure 11). In addition, there are classes for order management, for defect management, and for RMI and WIP defect checking. The diagram is composed by defining the exchange data and interfaces between all classes.

Through the modeling process of the collaborative MES system thus far, the conceptual framework for system development is presented in Figure 12.

In the proposed framework, for process tracking according to product orders, each company needs a traceability system to provide material flow data to the MES system. Information on work performance is generated via an IoT device on the sewing machine,
information on the status of order processing via the vision sensor (QR code recognition), and information on measurement data via the temperature and humidity sensor. The information is stored in the database via the IoT gateway. In this process, the MES system must be networked with the ERP system to store customer order information and manage design information and work order information.

Figure 10. Activity diagram for design of cloud-based collaborative MES.

Through this information exchange, the cooperating companies can easily create and manage intelligent production schedules. For each order, a status query can be made on the exchanged order, design, and process information. Owing to the continuous recording of production defects throughout the entire production process, all defects can be corrected by the time the customer orders are completed.

6. Development and Application of MES System
6.1. System Application

In this study, in consideration of the six MES development directions, UML modeling results, and conceptual framework derived so far, a functional framework for specific system development is proposed as shown in Figure 13. Based on the proposed framework, a cloud-based collaborative MES system was developed and applied for supporting collaboration between design, fabric, printing, and sewing companies included in the sportswear manufacturing value chain. The functions of the applied system are based on the six MES construction directions presented above.

Figure 11. Class diagram for design of cloud-based collaborative MES.

Figure 12. Conceptual framework for cloud-based collaborative MES.
6. Development and Application of MES System
6.1. System Application

In this study, in consideration of the six MES development directions, UML modeling results, and conceptual framework derived so far, a functional framework for specific system development is proposed as shown in Figure 13. Based on the proposed framework, a cloud-based collaborative MES system was developed and applied for supporting collaboration between design, fabric, printing, and sewing companies included in the sportswear manufacturing value chain. The functions of the applied system are based on the six MES construction directions presented above.

First, when a design company logs into a collaborative MES system, which is a web-based (cloud-based) system, it is possible to identify the current work situation in the printing and sewing companies (Figure 14). In addition, it is possible to monitor the status of defects by process and delayed work anytime, anywhere.

Moreover, the design companies prepare digital-based work instructions as shown below in Figure 15, not paper-based work instructions, and proceed with work instructions for each collaborative company. When working on a marker for a job with a confirmed order, a QR code is inserted for future process tracking.

If a defect occurs in the work ordered by a customer, it is possible to monitor the detailed defect-related information such as the time when the defect occurred, customer name, process of occurrence and company, cause of the defect, and worker.

Second, in this study, we applied the IoT platform for the purpose of lot tracking and real-time manufacturing data collection and interworking with MES. First, for lot tracking, lot tracking between processes was implemented using QR information added in the work order, and the corresponding QR included customer name, release date, and company name. Moreover, the QR information printed on the fabric was recognized by the vision system when the tailoring began to track the tailoring process among the detailed processes carried out by the sewing company (Figure 16). Second, in this study, we used
the IoT platform to collect environmental sensor data, such as temperature and humidity in the manufacturing process, and sewing machine data to perform MES linkage. In this study, a separate IoT device for collecting sewing machine data was used to collect data related to sewing work such as working time, machine operation time, and preparation time (Figure 17). In the future, these data can be used for the purpose of improving productivity through line-balancing analysis of the sewing process through integration with the MES system.

**Figure 13.** Functional framework for cloud-based collaborative MES.

**Figure 14.** Status of work by process.

**Figure 15.** Online work order sheet.
Third, in this study, a total of 11 companies are participating: one design company, one fabric company, three printing companies, and six sewing companies, which are collaborating in the sportswear product manufacturing value chain of “design-fabric-printing-sewing” (Figure 18). In this way, a collaboration management function that enables flexible management of the collaborative companies was applied according to the order quantity of the design companies, which are the hub companies. If the number of collaborative companies increases in the future, it will also be necessary to introduce a company recommendation system that can effectively select the collaborative companies.

Fourth, in the case of the cloud-based collaborative MES system proposed in this study, an Android-based mobile system was applied to support the management function of mo-
bile workers in each process. For example, information on work instructions transmitted by design companies can be verified by sewing companies through mobile systems (Figure 19) and process progress can be managed step by step (Figure 20).

![Figure 19. Confirmation of work orders via mobile system.](image)

![Figure 20. Process work confirmation via mobile system.](image)

Fifth, from the perspective of integration, this study largely considered two aspects. They are the integration between the aforementioned lot tracking and the IoT platform for real-time manufacturing data connection and the integration with the ERP currently being used by design companies. Figure 21 shows the linkage between ERP and the product sales function.

Sixth, we implemented and applied the functions of the MES system in consideration of the process characteristics and collaboration of the fashion industry, which is the target industry of this study. According to the functional framework presented in Figure 13, out of the 11 functions presented by MESA, 10 functions were implemented except for the performance analysis function. The collaboration management function for collaborative company management was classified as the labor management function among the MESA functions.
Figure 21. I/F with MES and enterprise resource planning (ERP).

6.2. Effects of Introduction

The system developed in this study was originally applied to one design, one fabric, one printing, and one sewing company; however, as suggested above, it was expanded to 11 companies through the application of this system and the system is being actively utilized. In addition, in terms of the improvement of KPIs according to the introduction of cloud-based collaborative MES in the process, process improvement was realized for 7 out of 13 processes and a process automation ratio of 50% or more was achieved (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Analysis of process automation through application of MES system.

Furthermore, through real-time quality management in the process using mobile devices, quality and efficiency were improved and the delivery date of products to customers was shortened. If a continuous system is used in the future, quantitative improvement results for the process automation ratio, quality, and KPIs of the delivery date can be presented.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

In this study, we developed a “cloud and collaboration-based MES system” to support the connection and integration of the value chain of “order-design-production-delivery” for the production of sportswear products in the Korean fashion industry and applied the system to manufacturing companies. The following research results were obtained.
First, the mapping results for the development stage of the management system including ERP and MES were presented, supported by the annual analysis of the industrial revolution stage and the manufacturing company innovation methodology. Through this process, it was identified that cooperation between companies is becoming important in recent years and that the MES system is continually being developed.

Second, through the analysis of the concept, the necessity and importance of introduction, and the current development status of MES, which is an important system for implementing smart manufacturing and smart factory in the Industry 4.0 era, nine future MES deployment directions and frameworks were identified.

Third, the analysis of the collaboration model between participating companies at each stage of the sportswear production value chain targeted in this study, the characteristics of that collaboration, and the form of collaboration were presented.

Fourth, AS-IS analysis was carried out on collaborative companies in the sportswear manufacturing value chain, which is the subject of this study, and through this, the analysis of the requirements of six future MES construction directions was conducted. Through this process, we performed the MES system design process. Through the UML modeling process, the conceptual framework of the cloud-based collaborative MES system was derived.

Fifth and finally, we presented a functional framework for collaborative MES development, and based on this, the system was applied to 11 companies included in the target value chain. In particular, examples of system applications that have been actually introduced and operated based on the six MES construction directions were presented.

Next, we present the following research content to be conducted in the future.

- Development and application of the “artificial intelligence and data analysis module” using facility data and environmental sensor data collected in this study, alongside additional collectible manufacturing data, such as power and vibration.
- Development of a “collaborative enterprise recommendation system” to recommend appropriate enterprises when the number of collaborative enterprises increases to the extent that it is difficult to select fabric, printing, or sewing companies from the perspective of a design company.
- Development of a “product design recommendation system” that allows design companies to recommend design candidates in consideration of the requirements of customers who want personalized products.
- Full integration of MES systems and ERP systems.

Consequently, the final operation form of the “cloud-based collaborative MES” presented in this paper should be serviced to the manufacturing company in the form of DT (Digital Twin). Currently, there are many difficulties in applying DT technology, which is the core technology of Industry 4.0, to SMEs [72]. In the future, if information related to products, processes, and resources is continuously accumulated through cloud-based collaborative MES, and a bidirectional, standardized, and automated information flow is achieved [72], then the application of DT will be possible.
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